FenderWedge protects and separates during tooth preparation.

FenderWedge protects the tissue and separates the teeth, simplifying the following application of a matrix. It can be applied buccally or lingually for optimal access and vision. Available in four color coded sizes.
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Dramatically less traumatic for you, your patients and their dentition.
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Luxator Extraction Instruments

Luxator Periotomes are specially designed periodontal ligament knives with fine tapering blades that compress the alveolar bone, cut the membrane and gently ease the tooth from the socket. The whole operation is performed with a minimum of tissue damage.
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Dramatically less traumatic for you, your patients and their dentition.
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FenderWedge protects the tissue and separates the teeth, simplifying the following application of a matrix. It can be applied buccally or lingually for optimal access and vision. Available in four color coded sizes.
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